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Aries
(March 21-April 20)
You may become a victim of the circumstances of your own making. Remaining self-centred
is likely to rub someone close the wrong way.
Differences with spouse may spill over into an
ugly ight, if you are not careful. Don’t make irresponsible statements, as they may get you into
a tight corner.
Loss of money is indicated, so remain extra
vigilant this week. a senior may threaten to spoil
your report over a trivial matter. health needs
care.
Taurus
(April 21-May 20)
This week, you may have the best of both the
worlds. Professionally, you may bag a lucrative
contract or get a cash cow. Personally, you will
manage to remain in touch with your near and
dear ones, and plan a get together too. Meet old
acquaintances cannot be ruled out. Monetary
loss during travel cannot be ruled out, so take
care. Tension on the love front may escalate, if
you remain your stubborn self. avoid unnecessary mental tensions.
Gemini
(May 21-June 21)
You may be full of ideas, but don’t ram your
suggestions down someone’s throat, who is eager to do his or her own thing. If you are in the
mood for some gossip, all you need to do is to
visit the neighbourhood! Spouse is likely to take
your opinion before embarking on something
important. The more exhaustively you brief subordinates for a particular task at work, the more
perfect will be the end result, remember that.

Libra
(September 24-October 23)
You remain focussed at work and deliver the
best. Good time management will help you in
setting a good daily routine. excellent performance is likely to get you noticed on the academic front. Your helpful nature will be much
appreciated in a social gathering. Money lent to
someone will be returned without your giving a
single reminder! You are likely to renew your
ties with someone known you had met while
travelling. Love life will remain satisfactory.

Capricorn
(December 22-January 21)
Someone with an attitudinal problem needs to
be set right, but do so in a reined manner. Don’t
accept responsibility without authority, especially if you are required to deal with others. a decision on the academic front may prove favourable
for you. Financially, you may experience a surge
in your earnings. You maintain good health by
being regular in your daily workouts. a responsibility on the home front may come on your
shoulders, so discharge it satisfactorily.

Leo
(July 23-August 23)
Someone who seemed close previously may
become distant, as differences grow. Don’t
promise anything you are incapable of delivering, as you can end up in hot soup.
Resetting your personal equations with
someone close is warranted. at work, your expertise may come in handy this week. Romantic life promises to remain steady, as you take
time out to meet lover. Don’t overdraw on your
credit card, as it may prove dificult to pay back.
health remains satisfactory.

Scorpio
(October 24-November 22)
If you get the right break, there is no stopping
you. So, make efforts to get that break, even if it
entails inluencing people. You are likely to consolidate your position on the professional front.
Rivals on the academic front may pose a challenge, but you will manage to outsmart them.
Your popularity on the social front is assured, as
you go out of your way to meet people. Family
life runs smoothly and will prove most satisfying.

Aquarius
(January 22-February 19)
A promotion or some honour is on the offing on the professional front. You will manage
to achieve what you had aimed for on the academic front. Moneywise, your position is likely
to grow stronger. You are likely to gain some
importance on the family front by interacting
socially. a pleasurable evening is foreseen with
lover on the romantic front. healthy habits will
help you maintain your present level of itness.
You get all round support.

Virgo
(August 24-September 23)
If you get the chance invite someone over,
who may be of help at a later date. Don’t get too
money-minded, as you may miss out on some
good bargains. Something given up for lost is
likely to reappear in a most unexpected manner.
Things move according to plans on the professional front. homemakers may ind extra energy
to cater to additional domestic chores. Chances
of falling in love with a childhood sweetheart
look bright for some!

Sagittarius
(November 23-December 21)
Getting on the wrong side of people is indicated if you are not careful. Your frustration
level is likely to increase, as what you wish may
not be granted. There is little you can do about
someone who is bent upon dictating terms to
you. You may remain mentally tensed. Money
will not be a problem, but someone may regulate
your spending it on yourself. a strained relationship with spouse may get you incommunicado
with him or her. Health needs care.

Pisces
(February 20-March 20)
Higher ups will show their appreciation for
your good performance in an indirect way.
Those in the marketing ield may have to plan
things much in advance. Your focus and a irm
approach are likely to put a youngster on the
right track on the academic front. A lucrative investment scheme may attract you, but don’t take
a hasty decision. You will have to ind time for
a family elder. Property owners may plan to dispose of their property.

Cancer
(June 22-July 22)
Be supportive in times of need or you may
bear the brunt of a miffed spouse! Setting up a
new establishment is on the cards. On the work
front, this is a good time to focus on career planning. Networking will prove worth it on the
academic front in getting a break. Don’t be surprised, if someone who has a soft corner for you
falls in love with you! You may become increasingly igure and physique conscious.

Your Number
Defines You
Predictions for the week {24th
Febraury to 02nd March 2019}
Number 1 {SUN}: {Those
born on the 1st, 10th, 19th and
28th in any month}
You might face some disappointments during the start of the
week, however they might get
resolved sooner than you expect.
It might do you good if you can
do away with prejudices that you
might have for certain things. This
might help you to look at the situation more objectively and decide.
Chances of inding answers to
some long awaited questions are
also high this week. Be aware and
alert about the outlow of cash.
Lucky Days: Monday, Thursday, Friday and Saturday.
Number 2 {MOON} {Those
born on the 2nd, 11th, 20th and
29th in any month}
The time has probably come to
take some harsh decisions on the
professional front. Though, you
might not be very comfortable in
executing some tasks and implying your authority, one has to do
certain things by looking at the
larger picture in life. Try and lis-

ten to your partner or close friends
as they might offer a simple yet
workable solution, which might
bail you out of the situation with
lying colors.
Lucky Days: Monday, Thursday, Friday and Saturday.
Number 3 {JUPITER} {Those
born on the 3rd, 12th, 21st and
30th in any month}
Though rules are made to facilitate people and get better results, try to overlook things, which
might be trivial and not require
discipline if the work you have
delegated gets accomplished. The
week ahead might spring in a lot
of unique revelations if you carefully observe how people behave.
People in a relationship might be
able to display their feelings to
their partners more effectively.
Lucky Days: Sunday and
Wednesday.
Number 4 {URANUS} {Those
born on the 4th, 13th, 22nd and
31st in any month}
Diplomatic behavior is not
probably something that you propagate and believe in. However,
one needs to understand and look
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things in a perspective if one has
to survive in this mortal world.
Try and concentrate more on the
activities in the present rather than
looking at the future. People facing inancial situations might be
able to observe a smooth transition
this week. Travel for work related
matters, might also occupy time.
Lucky Days: Monday, Thursday, Friday and Saturday.
Number 5 {MERCURY}
{those born on the 5th, 14th and
23rd in any month}
The business acumen that you
possess coupled with your diplomatic skills might bring you in the
eyes of your seniors. however, try
not to upset things going on too
much as it might result in deiance.
Try and be patient and understand
the lifestyle of other people. Your
intellectual quests might get satisied and you might be able to work
on interesting things in life.
Lucky Days: Thursday.
Number 6 {VENUS} {those
born on the 6th, 15th and 24th
in any month}
The week might go smoothly
giving you the pleasures you have

toiled in the last few months.
You might need to extend favors
to people in your immediate surrounding without your will. however don’t hesitate to go out and
help. The almighty is keeping a
check on all of these things and
you might get brownie points for
it. Chances of spending money on
entertaining friends are high towards the end of the week.
Lucky Days:
Sunday and
Wednesday.
Number 7 {NEPTUNE} {those
born on the 7th, 16th and 25th in
any month}
People working in the creative
medium might experience a tricky
situation during the irst part of the
week. Nevertheless, your original
thoughts and unique tricks might
turn the situation to your beneit.
Be prepared for some minor adjustments and change in scenario
on the personal front. Be open to
new ideas as it might aid you to
discover more dimensions to your
persona.
Lucky Days: Monday, Thursday, Friday and Saturday.
Number 8 {SATURN} {those

born on the 8th, 17th and 26th
in any month}
People are always looking out
for chances to pin someone down
and climb up the professional ladder. Try and be cautious of such
situations this week and not let
people take advantage of your
candidness. The emphasis might
also be on personal relationships
and re-establishing forgotten connection during the course of the
week. Practice patience while taking decisions related to someone
else’s life.
Lucky Days: Sunday and Friday.
Number 9 {MARS} {those
born on the 9th, 18th and 27th
in any month}
You probably are not in the
mood to mingle and party this
week and want to concentrate
more on your career and future
prospects. Be aware of an individual in your ofice that might try
to cause friction between you and
your juniors. Try and take a short
time off for yourself during the
week to recharge your batteries.
Lucky Days:
Sunday and
Wednesday.
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